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hard life: reindeer lost on the way as they run north
towards their known lands, children that are left
behind with relatives. Sorrow that is stilled, yet lives
on in new generations.

Sirdolaččat
Press voices

Elin Anna Labba is a journalist and was
previously the editor-in-chief of magazine
Nuorat. Today she works for the Sámi Authors’
Centre, with a mission to strengthen and
emphasise Sámi literature.
Elin Anna Labba hails from a family that lived on
a land that was seized by the authorities. This is
her way to tell her own family’s story.

Sirdolaččat

The Deportation of the Northern Sámi

Elin Anna Labba

bággojohtin – forced displacement. Or sirdolaččat,
as the older generation call themselves afterwards,
meaning “the displaced”. The first ones that are
forced away leave their homes in the belief that they
will soon return.

One hundred years ago, the Swedish and Norwegian
governments came to an agreement regarding the
nomadic people in the north. The settlement,
referred to as a “dislocation” by the authorities,
initiated a long period of deportations of reindeer-keeping Northern Sámi from their homes in
Norway to new lands in Sweden, and in Finland.

Elin Anna Labba has collected stories, photographs,
letters and yoik lyrics, that together form a choir of
voices echoing through time. The book portrays a

In the Sámi language it gives rise to a new word –

continues >>
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people on the many photographs look tense and
worried; what will happen is the question you can
read in their furrowed faces. And like other indigenous people, the land is not only ground with stones,
heights and trees, but most of nature has a meaning
and is part of the soul. And therefore painful to leave
/… / And it is obvious: history is never fully written.”
Norrländska Socialdemokraten

“Journalist Elin Anna Labba has written a painful
book, where the wounds are wide open even after a
century. The sorrow echoes in the old people’s stories,
in the illiterates’ shaky signatures on documents, in
the faces on the photographs. /…/ This is a book devoted to their voices, Elin Anna Labba’s own ancestors
and other deportees. Those who joiked the mountains, the rivers, the stones, but fell silent in the new
country. While working on the book some of those
she was supposed to interview pass away. She erases
her questions, no one else knows what they knew.”
++++ Aftonbladet Söndag

“If I sound angry it isn’t because I believe I have
the right to be angry on behalf of the Sámi – they
shouldn’t have another part stolen away and swallowed by the majority society I represent. I am furious
with the Swedish schooling system who never told
me a word about all this. That anger is my own, and
enough about that. Because now, let’s talk about
Elin Anna Labba’s utterly fantastic composition,
Sirdolaččat /… / Labba intersperses testimonials, the
frustration over everything that has already been lost,
archive photos, joiks, and governmental documents,
with her own voice. A voice that conjures up the time
when the Sámi had their soul, body, context, reindeer
herds – everything – torn away from the land where
they were living. And what a voice she has. A while
ago I wrote how contemporary Swedish literature will
probably never see a new Vilhelm Moberg. But Sápmi
has gotten its very own Toni Morrison. Labba writes
in the language of the masters, but she makes it feel
like it belongs to her and her ancestors, as you are forced to do when even the words have been stolen from
your mouth. And like Morrison, she doesn’t do it for
vengeance, but as an attempt to heal some of all that
have been broken by oppression and despair. Labba
reclaims, recreates, restores everything that have
been muted by sorrow for far too long. She seamlessly
interlaces Sámi notions, and the language flows across
the pages like a crystal clear creek. /… / A big thank
you to Norstedts for publishing a book that should
be handed out in every school. And Elin Anna Labba
must win the August Prize for best non-fiction title
this year.” Svenska Dagbladet

“Elin Anna Labba also succeeds in visualising the
human aspects of history. She has gotten the oldest
generation to testify before it is too late, in line with
the movement of indigenous people all over the
world, reclaiming their past. I read with a knot in my
stomach. /… / Despite the book’s heart-rendering
content I am enjoying the fact that the material is so
elegantly rendered (which also goes for the design).
The author sheds light over history, manners and
customs, while using distinctive, picturesque descriptions of nature and emotions.” Dagens Nyheter
“In the same way that Nobel laureate Svetlana Aleksievitj uses many voices to tell a panoramic, shared
story, Elin Anna Labba allows the personal destinies
to become a history that is individually perceived, but
also collective and universal. With a lyrical, stark prose she writes, powerfully and urgently, a Sámi Song of
Solomon to all of those who were forced to leave their
homes and their context. It is a fantastic book – both
narratively and linguistically, but also in terms of
layout and design, and an indisputable August Prize
candidate when the nominations for the best Swedish
book of 2020 are revealed.” Folkbladet Västerbotten
“Sirdolaččat is a dirge crucial for us to hear. Created
from hours of listening to short narrations, memory
fragments, joik and through her own reading. The

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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By directing a sharp lens on one of the most important pop-cultural expressions of the 2010s, Jenny
Lantz tells us something larger about our time –
about individualization, consumerism and the intense
hunt for experiences.

In Olfactory Indulgence, Jenny Lantz tracks the development of the contemporary perfume scene and the
dedicated movement around it. By interviewing key
figures around the world she gives us unique insights
into a secretive world, and searches for the essence of
scents and perfume houses alike. We learn about the
characteristics of specific notes and fragrance families, and how to explore niche fragrances and iconic
scents at home.

Olfactory Indulgence
From the sample translation
Jenny Lantz has a background as an Associate
Professor in business administration at the
Stockholm School of Economics, and as an
Associate Professor in Fashion Studies at
Stockholm University. She has also been a
fellow researcher at Harvard University.
She has written several books on the fashion
industry and edited an anthology by female
researchers about their strategies in a maledominated workplace. Currently Jenny Lantz is
working as a consultant and she is also starting
up a perfume society.
Review date: April 29

Olfactory Indulgence

Exploring the Rise of Contemporary Perfumery

Jenny Lantz

However, over the last two decades the niche brands
have completely transformed the world of perfumery. The perfumers have stepped into the limelight,
and social media has made it easier to discuss and
engage in perfumes. Where other lines of retail face
the death of the high street, the perfume shops are
thriving. Fragrances – so intimate yet so hard to
describe – have become a way of socializing.

Archaeological digs and ancient texts bear witness
to the existence of perfumes in some of the earliest
human civilizations, often as a means to ward off
odours but also as a way to enhance one’s personality. The methods have varied: From burnt resin
in ancient Egypt, to sulphur and essential oils in
Medieval Europe. In the 20th century the modern
perfume industry boomed, and gradually came to
focus on marketing and packaging, celebrities and
fashion houses.

continues >>
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rhetorical question “Do niche perfumes still exist?”
Férat points out that almost all students with formal
perfumer training want to start their own brand,
often with the help of an angel investor. She references a student from Grasse who says: “Today, you only
need 150 000 Euro to start a brand, that’s cheaper than
opening a restaurant or a bar on the beach in Cannes.
And it’s a lot more profitable!”
An increasing number of noses and former
employees at the big perfume companies strike out
on their own as entrepreneurs, as well. The situation
was very different when Frédéric Malle and Serge
Lutens launched their trailblazing brands in the early
2000s. The collective moniker “niche” was intended
to refer to that small corner of the market where a
handful of brands targeted customers with a yen for
rare fragrances. Férat finds it ironic that all those
brands have since been bought by international mega
conglomerates and that there are hundreds of new
niche brands that are sold across France and, she adds,
“in self-service shops”, as though to underscore the
absurdity of the situation further.
Fake niche or not, consumers and producers love
the new fragrances.

Paris
The flagship store of distinguished perfume brand
Guerlain on the Champs-Élysées has been renovated
and resurrected as a four-storey perfume palace with
a spa and an exclusive restaurant. Not far from it,
around Place Vendôme, there’s a perfume boutique on
every corner. And every brand has a narrative – some
boast of fragrance libraries containing over a hundred
products spanning several centuries, while others
have produced thirty-odd scents in just four years.
In the Marais neighbourhood, I visit Sens Unique,
one of the most prestigious shops in the world of
niche perfumes. There, I explore both familiar and, to
me, unknown brands. They have one thing in common, the fragrances sold in small perfume boutiques
in New York and Paris, which have now conquered
chains like Sephora as well: they are never seen on
billboards and rarely have names with fashion associations. They claim to be different in kind. Discreet on
the outside, captivating qualities on the inside.
The shop’s owner, Renata Faizutdinova, says the
demand for fragrances is still growing. As the name
of her shop implies, she’s convinced there’s no going
back once you’ve taken the step over to niche fragrances.
The fact is that the revenue of many niche perfume brands has seen a growth rate in the double
digits since the start of the millennium, according to
Moelhausen, an Italian company that specialises in
raw materials and synthetic ingredients. Perhaps the
international beauty conglomerates’ interest in niche
brands should be considered their ultimate triumph.
A number of niche brands have been snapped up by
large companies such as Estée Lauder. Such acquisitions cause consternation in some circles. In an article in Madame Le Figaro, one of France’s most prominent fragrance journalists, Laurence Férat, posed the

In 2019, global perfume sales totalled 52.5 billion
dollar, according to Statista. Europe constitutes
approximately one third of the market. Even though
total global perfume sales grow by no more than three
or four percent a year, niche perfumes are responsible
for 69 percent of that growth. These days, niche perfume brands represent approximately 47 percent of
the market, according to analytics company Osservatorio Fragranze. Perfume sales are growing fastest in
the Middle East and Asia.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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I N F Ö R N AT T E N

Drick något lugnande

Linda Wirén has a background
in biology, pedagogics and
journalism. She has personal
experience of sleeplessness
and how difficult it can be to
switch off an agitated brain.
By consulting the experts she
has found a method that works
and allows her to relax and find
peace.

En kvällsrutin jag gillar är att värma havremjölk med
lite lavendelblommor i, kanske några rosenblad också
om jag vill att det ska bli ännu vackrare. Det känns
lugnande, mysigt och sensuellt. När mjölken är svagt
lila är den färdig. Jag kan också droppa lite eterisk
lavendelolja på huvudkudden – lukten gör mig extra
avslappnad. Och så inga skärmar i sovrummet, förstås
…
F ö r at t s o m n a e l l e r s o m n a o m

Ujjaji-andning
Tänk dig att du ska andas ut vattenånga på glas. Det
blir ett dovt, väsande ljud, som havets vågor. Om du
provar att andas in med samma teknik känns det

Vipareta Karani – lugnande yogaställning

lite kyligt i svalget. När du har hittat tekniken, stäng
munnen och fortsätt andas på samma sätt men genom

Go (Back) to Sleep
näsan. Då varvar kroppen ner och slappnar av. Andas

How to Conquer Your Sleeplessness
långa djupa andetag med ujjaji så länge det känns bra.

Linda Wirén

För mig är det väldigt rogivande.
The author has tried and tested many methods to
combat her own sleeplessness. In this book she turns
to 16 experts, based on their experience of helping
people relax and establish better sleeping patterns,
and asks them to share their best advice.

This is a book for everyone who struggles with going
to sleep or who wakes up in the middle of the night,
unable to go back to sleep. The techniques presented
are designed to defeat the alarm 90
systems of our ancient brains, to connect with the body and convince
it that there is no immediate danger - that there is
no predator waiting around the corner. An anxious
brain's alarm system will indicate danger, but to be
able to sleep you have to detach your brain. There
are several physical techniques that will be able to
help.

en fast kudde intill en vägg, i sängen eller på golvet.
TargetLägg
market
Sales points

Lägg dig sedan på rygg med höfterna
på kudden, baksidan
• Concrete and straightforward advice from

• Anyone struggling with sleeplessness and
insomnia.
av benen upp längs väggen
•

severalsnett
different
experts, each one with
och armarna
utåt.
their own unique experience and app-

gärna
Ligg så i upp till tio
roach.
WomenKombinera
with hectic lives,
careers med
and ujjaji-andningen.
young children.

minuter, så länge det känns bekvämt.
Lägg
digforsedan
dinonly about
• Lots
of food
thought,i not
how we can establish healthy sleeping
patterns, but also how we can make
adjustments to our entire lifestyle amid91
the complex world we live in.

• Anyone who is affected by stress and
favoritsovställning.
anxiety in their daily lives.

The experts include a naprapath, a yoga instructor,
a masseuse, a reflexologist, a physiotherapist and a
psychologist.

Original title: Somna och somna om | Publication: May 2020 | Pages: 160 | Size: 140 x 188 | Illustrated: Partially illustrated | Senior
editor: Gunilla Bergmark | Agent: sofia.odsberg@norstedts.se
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• Easygoing and very informative at the
same time.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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FÖR U T SÄT T NING AR

C H E C K L I S TA
Gallra ut det du inte behöver eller
egentligen inte tycker om.
Ordna förvaring där det behövs.
Försök att ha enbart säsongens
kläder i garderoben och förvaring
av allt annat någon annanstans.

Blissful Cleaning
Städa

Estrid Holm & Lotta
Kühlhorn
When Blissful Cleaning was originally published twenty years
ago, it was regarded as something so usual as a pleasurable
book about housework. It quickly became a success. Much
has happened since and therefore the time is right for an
updated version of this classic and encouraging cleaning
manual.Estrid Holm and Lotta Kühlhorn helps us view
cleaning as a luxury, something to indulge in. It is all about
creating the right conditions for transforming chaos into
structure and making surfaces delightful to touch and tread
on. About determining which tasks should be dealt with
immediately to save valuable cleaning time long-term and
about establishing which routines should be performed
weekly or annually.
We are taught how to panic clean efficiently and how to
spring-clean meticulously. How to prepare for summer and
how to close up for winter. We learn the importance of the
right background music and how the micro cleaning of a
small surface can trigger a desire to continue with an entire
room. Everything from greasy stains on white joints to shoecare and window cleaning are all desxcribed with perpetual
enthusiasm.

Target market
Estrid Holm has been working with TV and radio
production for the past thirty years. Following
the release of the previous edition of the book
she has beecome something of an authority on
cleaning.
Lotta Kühlhorn is one of Sweden's leading
designers. Her designs are immensely popular
and her colourful patterns have adorned
everything from book covers to textiles and
kitchenware.

Original title: Städa | Publication: March 2020 | Pages: 160 | Size: 170 x 220 | Number of words: TBA | Illustrated: Partially illustrated |
Senior editor: Cecilia Kerstell | Agent: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se
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• People who may not necessarily enjoy
housework, but who want to find new,
fun cleaning inspiration.

Sales points
13

• A comprehensive guide to cleaning that is
both easygoing, inspirational and helpful.
• Stylish and vibrant design by one of
Sweden's best-loved designers. You have
never seen a cleaning book as gorgeous as
this one!
2020-01-13

• Anyone who feels that they don't have
the time to clean (there are simple ways
to get it done!)
Stada_200112.indd 13
• Anyone who is concerned with sustainability and how our consumer habits affect
the environment.

• This book is the perfect antidote to the
modern consumerist throw-away society
and encourages us to look after our homes
and household items instead of replacing
them.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Karolina Sparring is a chef,
cookery author, food creator
and recipe maker with many
years experience of different
styles of cooking.

Cooking on a Shoestring

Target market

Sales points

• Foodies with limited shopping budgets.

• Diverse recipes that cater to both vegetarians, carnivores and omnivores.

Karolina Sparring

• Single households and families alike.

Tasty, Affordable Food

Cooking on a Shoestring shows how you can compose a delicious dinner out of almost anything in your
cupboard, as well as how to make uplifting spice
mixes and sauces, and last but not least it teaches
you to love leftovers and lunch boxes.

The week before payday can be a challenge for many
of us and in this book chef Karolina Sparring offers
crafty solutions for when the bank account is almost
empty. Here she presents 75 simple and creative
recipes which can be easily adapted to whatever you
have at home, or combined with one another in a
weekly menu where the leftovers from one dinner
can be re-used in another meal. All ingredients can
be found in a regular supermarket, there are no
niche products needed.

• Beautifully presented with a genuine and
relaxed tone.

• Anyone who wants to eat well and avoid
food waste at the same time.

• Promotes thrifty solutions and sustainable cooking/food shopping.

This is a cookbook that helps save both money and
the environment - a feelgood sensation that will last
long after payday.

Original title: Veckan före löning | Publication: January 2020 | Pages: 169 | Size: 170 x 240 | Number of words: TBA | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman | Agent: sofia.odsberg@norstedts.se
11
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Rain Lundström founded the
food magazine Vegourmet
where she was also the Editorin-Chief. Today she works in
marketing, but also as a food
creator.
She has lived several years
in Japan and has travelled
through most of Asia in search
of exciting new flavours.

Nev er en di ng macarons
Glödhett tips! Jag ger dig här
inte bara receptet på fantastiskt
goda matchamacarons, utan också
det perfekta grundreceptet på vilka
veganska macarons som helst. Gör till
exempel hallonmacarons genom att byta
ut matchapulvret mot hallonpulver.

Green Asian Cuisine

Umami Love, Ramen Joy and the Return of the Tofu

Rain Lundström

Target market

Sales points

• Vegetarians wanting to explore new flavours and techniques.

• An extensive and exciting introduction to
some of the best South-East Asian dishes,
featuring both classics and modern twists.

• Confident home cooks looking for new
culinary challenges.

det gröna asien.indd 67

and the art of folding dumplings to home-made
vegan kimchi and basic palak paneer.

Here is a vegetarian cookbook that will enhance
your cooking habits. Rain Lundström invites us on a
journey through the Asian cuisine and introduces us
to gastronomic wizardry and the secrets of sensational flavours.

2019-12-17 08:15

• Visually stunning and elegantly designed.

• Anyone who is curious to learn more
about the modern Asian cuisine.

• In addition to the many tasty recipes, the
book also includes a helpful section on
how to make sense of an Asian supermarket.

The recipes span from convenient dishes with
ingredients that you will find in any supermarket
to brand new acquaintances. You will discover raw
materials, flavours and techniques that will boost
your vegetarian cooking. You will also learn how to
navigate an Asian supermarket and how to find the
products you will actually make use of.

In Green Asian Cuisine she covers the best from
Japan, China, India, Vietnam, Korea, Thailand, Sri
Lanka, Malaysia and Indonesia. Here you will find
everything from Japanese ramen covered in umami

Original title: Det gröna Asien | Publication: March 2020 | Pages: 162 | Size: 190 x 260 | Number of words: TBA | Illustrated: Fully illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman | Agent: sofia.odsberg@norstedts.se
13
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Karoline Jönsson lives on a
small homestead in southern
Sweden with her partner and
several cats and chickens.
She works as a recipe creator
and food photographer.
She made her breakthrough
in 2012 when her vegetarian
food blog The Green Pantry
was named Sweden's best food
blog.

Vegan Comfort Food

From Apple-Picking to Rhubarb-Harvesting

Karoline Jönsson

Target market

Sales points

• New vegans and vegetarians looking for
guidance and useful advice.

• Another visually stunning cookbook
from Karoline Jönsson, featuring her
trademark cosy, down-to-earth style.

• Anyone who dreams of a self-sufficient
countryside lifestyle.
The book is divided into sections: “from scratch” how to make your own tofu, oat cream for cooking
as well as tempeh - “in the saucepan”- soups, casseroles such as daal and chilli - “in the oven” - gratins
and jacket potatoes with delicious fillings.

Vegan Comfort Food is the exact book that Karoline
Jönsson would have wanted when she first became
a vegetarian. Back then she was both hungry and
bewildered by this new lifestyle. In order to help
guide new vegans and vegetarians, Karoline has
gathered her most indispensable recipes: dishes that
provide a good basis and that can be used in various
flavour combinations, food that adds warmth and
comfort and that simplifies everyday life. Food that
always works and that always tastes good.

• A cookbook dedicated to luscious, resourceful and filling vegetarian food.

• Food lovers that need inspiration through
the long, dark months of the year.

• Huge emphasis on seasonal foods: how to
eat them, use them and preserve them.

And last but not least, there are also several recipes
featuring juicy and scrumptious cakes.

Original title: Värmande Vego | Publication: October 2019 | Pages: 155 | Size: 190 x 260 | Number of words: ca 15 000 | Illustrated: Fully
illustrated throughout | Senior editor: Johanna Kullman | Agent: sofia.odsberg@norstedts.se
15

Rights sold to: Pavilion Books, UK (world English)
Option publishers: Thorbecke, Germany • Marginesy, Poland
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Press voices

“Educational and entertaining, it adds insight to how
humans throughout time have co-existed with the
bees and it also puts the present in relief against this
history spanning several thousand years. /.../ the book
becomes solace against escalating climate angst, the
inability to act, and apathy – because from history’s
swarm of bee-keepers, all the myths and conceptions
mankind has had about the bee-hives, how life has
been protected and cared for – emerges an image of
a strong counter-movement: an embryo of hope for
the future of mankind and the planet, despite everything.” Västerbottens-Kuriren

“In her wonderful bee book, Lotte Möller describes
how humans and bees have accompanied each other
throughout history, tells us about her own bees
(which she initially feared), honey frauds, hive models, bee-sex, and occurrences in today’s complex bee
world. Beautiful, readable and bee supportive.”
Allt om Trädgård
Foto: Nille Leander

NON-FICTION • HISTORY OF IDEAS / NATURE

Bees and Their Keepers

Bees and Their
Keepers

“I begin to yearn for bees of my own while reading
this. There is, without doubt, something herein that
will affect sentimental souls. /…/ Möller has done her
research well and there is a swarm of quotes, character introductions, fact boxes and thematic strokes.
She gives us funny time references where we are also
made aware of the state of the world outside the hives. The book is actually a history of ideas about bees,
filled to the brim with thoughts and notions about
man’s best friend – on six legs.” Arbetarbladet

“Thanks to Möller’s lucid descriptions about the
wonder of which we are part, we are reminded of
the meticulous order that forms the basis of being
and which mankind alone does it utmost to disrupt.”
Upsala Nya Tidning

Bin och människor

Lotte Möller

Awarded

Bees and Their Keepers is a most compelling and beautiful
love story to the bees and our mutual relationship that is
far more precious and important than we seem to think.
With compassion and great knowledge Lotte Möller unfolds
our cultural history with the bees from ancient time to the
present, explaining just how much they have inspired and
helped us along the way. To have knowledge about bees has
always been considered to be an almost divine quality as
their attention to detail and purpose is so special, even magical considering the honey they produce.
She gives us an insight to the daily life in the beehive,
describing their natural order of things and habits. But all
is not bliss when it comes to these busy little creatures. For
instance, when it was discovered in the 18th century that
the beehive was ruled by a queen bee and not a king, heated
discussions broke out.
With a keen eye for colourful characters, Möller introduces
us to a trigger happy Californian beekeeper raging against
both killer bees and bee politics, as well as Rudolf Steiner
and the eighty-five years old monk, Brother Adam, who got
into trouble with his Abbott in defense of the bees.

Gardening
Book of the Year
Gartnersällskapet

2019

For many years Lotte Möller worked as freelance writer and arts journalist for a variety of
magazines and periodicals. She is, however,
mainly known for her books The Nature of the
Garden, Thoughts on a Garden and Lemon,
which has sold more than 20 000 copies and
was also shortlisted for the August Prize for Best
Non-fiction.
Möller's most recent book, Bees and Their
Keepers, was also shortlisted for the August
Prize and was named Gartnersällskapet's
Gardening Book of the Year and Måltidsakademin's Best Book of the Year.

Original title: Bin och människor | Publication: February 2019 | Pages: 224 | Illustrated: Partially illustrated | Senior editor: Michaéla
Marmgren | Available material: English proof | Agent: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se
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Troubled Water

From the sample translation

Maria Broberg (born 1977) grew up in Piteå but
has been based in the remote northern Swedish
village of Nedre Saxnäs for the past decade – a
place that inspired her to write Troubled Water.
She has a background in arts journalism and
today she works with public relations and as a
freelance writer.
Review date: March 30

Troubled Water
Bakvatten

Maria Broberg
There rests Nilas, hidden under the moss with
frosted flowers on his cheeks. Lying next to treacherous moorland and rapid forest streams, the same
spot where Hebbe once died. Everyone believes that
Nilas has drowned, that he has been swallowed by
the Vindel River. Several decades will pass before the
spring flood reveals what really happened.

disappearance in the mid-1960s, about before and
after. It is the story of Assar’s forbidden desire for
Margareta, about Håkan who longs for a father but
who gains a little brother, about Håkan’s girlfriend
Petra who, many years later, decides to dig out the
truth nestling beneath layers of age-old secrets and
distressing memories.

This is the story about a handful of people whose
destinies are inexorably tied together by Nilas’

Troubled Water is a novel about loneliness, longing,
village gossip and how far the conscience can reach.

Original title: Bakvatten | Publication: March 2020 | Pages: 272 | Senior editor: Gunilla Sondell | Available material: English sample,
extensive synopsis | Agent: sofia.odsberg@norstedts.se
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Assar was all a-flutter, so much it almost hurt.
Now he knew who she was. The wife of their neighbour who had just moved back. Father had talked a lot
about them before – the brothers who had given up
on the family farm and the home village to try their
luck elsewhere. Two of them had emigrated, the third
had gone south. “A dreamer, that one,” father used
to say, and the fourth one was the one that had died.
The farm had stood there decaying ever since because
Anders couldn’t manage it on his own. Enough was
enough, his father said with a snort, once Anders had
gone and hanged himself in the shed. He didn’t have
much sympathy to spare for them. It cut too close
to the bone for his father. They only had Assar left
themselves and neither of his parents were in the best
of health.
“No, we never met,” Her voice was low and clear,
but pleasant. A voice you wanted to keep listening to.
“We didn’t come up at all until after the funeral.”
“Well, we’re pleased anyway. That someone took
it on,” said Sigurd, tying the parcel in front of him up
with string.
Her dimples danced when she smiled. She still had
her own teeth, unlike Assar; between her front teeth
she had a gap.
“Strömsund, you said?” Sigurd didn’t look up this
time.
“Yes, that’s right. But I grew up in Hoting.”
“So how did you come to end up in Strömsund
then?”
“Father died.” She chopped off the words short
and tightened her lips. The dimples disappeared.
The conversation tailed off and all that could
be heard was the rustling of waxed paper as her
things were wrapped. Assar took a step backwards
and knocked over something that fell to the floor.
She glanced in his direction again but this time her
attention was caught. She looked at him, exploratory,
assessing, and with a hint of something else underneath that he was unable to interpret until much later –
a hunger. Sigurd looked swiftly from one to the other
and then he bent down again to the receipt he was
writing out for her. He wrote slowly with attention to
detail.
“Anyway,” said Sigurd, pointing at Assar, “Watch
out for him. He’s a Sjögren. They’ve never been
friends of the Larssons.”

Everything had always been scarce in Olsele. The
wooden buildings were thinner and the cows’ coats
duller than in other places. But it had good views, and
the soil was good for potatoes. When he was feeling
spiteful, Assar thought the potatoes were the only
reason his parents stayed. They knew nothing other
than potatoes and barley porridge.
Assar had soft hands and a boyish fringe that he
usually brushed to one side with the palm of his hand.
He had a questioning mind that he couldn’t recognise
in his parents. There was nothing they wanted, he
thought. He wanted everything.
But when he saw her for the first time, Assar was
utterly unprepared. She was unfamiliar to him, as
new and shining a sight as the mission house had
been a few years earlier when it had only just been
built. He caught sight of her going into Sigurd’s, her
dress fluttering in a breath of wind, her hair gleaming
like a newly polished copper kettle in the sunshine.
The light hurt his eyes. He did not even notice that
the grass in the hayfields was already long enough to
need mowing, not until afterwards.
It was gloomy in Sigurd’s. The room where he had
his shop was right at the back, at the end of a long
hallway where the lamps were always unlit. /.../
She was strikingly tall, almost as tall as Assar, who
had shot up in the last two years. Her hair curled on
her neck. He looked at the soft line of her jaw, her
long neck, the shadow of her collarbone disappearing
under the neckline of her dress, the way it curved
over her bust. When she laughed with Sigurd, a deep
dimple appeared on her left cheek. There was a glow
around her, lighting up the room. He could not stop
looking. There were small beads of sweat in the light
down on her top lip. He didn’t know who she was yet,
but he wanted to lick them away with the tip of his
tongue.
“Nice to have Hebbe back though,” said Sigurd,
starting on the next parcel. “He’s been missed hereabouts.”
She looked at Sigurd expectantly, giving an almost
imperceptible nod, as if to make him continue.
“None of us thought the farm would keep going
after n’Anders killed himself. Did you ever meet him
yourself?”
The red glow about her moved when she shook
her head. She shifted her weight from one leg to the
other. Her legs were long and pale. She was not wearing any stockings under the everyday cotton dress.
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pursue real happiness with a Halleholm or remain
loyal to her beloved Grandma Amelia?

With industrialist Reuben Halleholm doing everything
within his corrupt power to make Lovisa sell him the
building, she must consider her limited options. Does
she dare to open The Bakery anew? Does she have
what it takes to carry on the family tradition?

Halleholm: Lovisa’s Choice is a modern Romeo and
Juliet saga; the tale of a feuding family set in a picturesque town in the Stockholm archipelago, from the
1920s until present day. It’s a tale of love, loyalty – and
luscious sweet cinnamon buns.

And when Reuben’s younger brother Axel returns to
town and stirs unexpected emotions in Lovisa, she
faces an even more difficult choice: does she want to

Halleholm: Lovisa's Choice
From the manuscript
Ruth Kvarnström-Jones (b. 1962) was born and
raised in the UK, but has lived in Stockholm
for the past thirty years. While working as a
copywriter, Kvarnström-Jones was selected as
one of fifteen students from around the world
by Curtis Brown Creative for their renowned
Novel Writing Course.
Halleholm: Lovisa’s Choice is Kvarnström-Jones’
debut novel, and the first instalment in a series
set in the fictive coastal town, Halleholm.

Halleholm: Lovisa's Choice
Halleholm: Lovisas val

Ruth Kvarnström-Jones
where she once created magnificent couture for
Stockholm high society.

Lovisa Lindegren was living her dream in London
until she lost her job and her self-serving fiancé in
the same week. Down on her uppers, Lovisa returns
to her native Sweden and the idyllic little coastal
town Halleholm, where she has inherited her grandparents’ bakery and café on the square. Well, in fact
she has inherited the whole 18th century building.
Not only was this where Grandpa Johan baked and
sold his famous cinnamon buns, the house was also
home to Grandma Amelia’s dressmaker’s atelier

But the will contains a catch. Should Lovisa decide
to sell the property before she turns thirty, she must
sell it back to the Halleholm branch of the family.
And following a tragic incident decades earlier,
Lovisa has also inherited the deep and bitter feud
between the Lindegrens and the mighty Halleholms.

I may as well start tonight.”
Her gaze fell on a brass doorknob, its golden
roundness as enticing as any bun ever baked in a fourtier oven. A quarter twist clicked open the door. A
deluge of memories beckoned her in.
The Bakery: always her port in a howling storm.
The very place where Grandpa Johan had taught her
to knead dough, whip up cream cakes and assemble
the Christmas gingerbread tableaux that had enchanted Halleholm residents for over fifty years.
The three big bay windowsills, once loaded with
golden brown cinnamon buns, crumbly coconut tops,
dark chocolate biskvi and pink or green princesstårta cakes, were now grey wastelands in second-hand
lamplight from Halleholm’s main square. The upside-down legs of the chairs on tables were scuffed and
worn. She could relate.
Grandpa Johan did not bustle through the swinging kitchen door. She didn’t expect him to do so. This
shadowy memory depot was no longer his bakery. His
bakery bubbled with friends meeting friends, with
mothers balancing mugs of creamy hot chocolate on
trays while children with cold cheeks and noses bickered over which bun offered most sugar sprinkles.
Lovisa took a gulp of stale air. Right here was
where she had earned her first Christmas kronor by
poking currants onto gingerbread faces and later,
when the itch for independence had required a good
scratching, netted a knave’s ransom by persuading
Grandpa Johan to invest in an outdoor ice-cream
stand. That was when summer days were spent chatting to friends while wrist-deep in tubs of pistachio
and chocolate chip, and summer nights offered skinny
dipping in the Baltic and bratwurst on twigs over
fires. The sun had never really gone down, and getting
up had never been as easy since.

The house she’d inherited was as quiet as a moment
of disbelief. No peals of laughter or clinking crockery. No smell of ground coffee mingling with spicy
cinnamon buns.
Lovisa Lindegren flicked on the light. No winter
boots or cross-country skis cluttering the side door
hallway. She turned to her father, the man who had
never let her down, and buried her face in his jacket.
Olle Lindegren rubbed his youngest daughter’s
back. “Are you sure you want to be here tonight? You
could come back with me to Halleholm South and
return tomorrow. Or whenever you’re ready.”
The offer tempted. Her childhood home would
be the softest place to land now she’d been pitched
from the controls of her own life. A flash of anger
singed her frayed temper. Damn Charles-The-Ex and
his ability to make the outrageous sound reasonable.
She should have stayed in London long enough to slug
it out. A little skin under her fingernails would have
been…inexcusable. Which was why, at his request,
she’d returned her engagement ring and taken the
high road back to Sweden. Shock could be quite a
traitor to self-assertion.
Her shoulders sagged.
“Lovisa?” Olle said.
She struggled to find the resolve she’d mustered
on the flight to Stockholm and somehow misplaced
during the ride from the airport. “I’m twenty-seven,
Pappa. Too old to come scurrying back to Halleholm
South.”
“No one’s ever too old to come home. Losing so
much in one week is rough. Give yourself time.”
Standing here in her grandparents’ old house, she
paused to consider: what would Grandma Amelia
have done? Lovisa lifted her head and swiped her eyes
with her coat sleeve. “If I’m starting over on my own,

continues >>

Original title: Halleholm: Lovisas val | Publication: Autumn 2020 | Pages: TBA | Senior editor: Pia Printz | Available material: English
manuscript | Agent: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se
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more concerned with docusoaps, the parents are
asking for the impossible, her colleagues are making life miserable and the principal seems clueless.
Jonathan assures her that he has the solution to her
woes, and soon the conscientious Clara has made radical adjustments to her original mission. Because she
never planned to play truant, and she certainly never
planned to fall for her sister’s new boyfriend.

Miss Rennel Learns a Lesson
From the sample translation
Sara Molin (born 1983) lives in a suburb
of Stockholm with her husband and three
children. She teaches secondary school
Swedish and Swedish for beginners and spends
most of her free time devouring commercial
fiction.
Miss Rennel Learns a Lesson is her debut.

Miss Rennel Learns a Lesson
Som en öppen bok

Sara Molin

her concerns regarding his intentions. But what does
she know? Just because, to everyone’s surprise, she
has managed to date a guy for more than a couple of
weeks? A guy who, in addition, seems way too clever
for her.

Clara Rennel has had her mission mapped out for a
very long time: as a teacher she will dedicate her life
to propagating her love for books to future generations. Supported by her literary heroines she is prepared to achieve great deeds in the name of reading.
When her teenage crush Jonathan re-enters her life,
miraculously single, it feels like things could hardly
get any better. Her sister Paulina, however, voices

To Clara’s frustration, her teaching ambitions are
not working out according to plan. Her pupils are

continues >>
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“One. The kitchen purges.”
I lower my glass, racking my mind. I don’t recognize this at all. Could this really be Klas’s interpretations of my poems on existential themes and the
changing of the seasons?
“Explain,” I ask.
“Do I need to explain, Clara?” Klas tilts his head
and makes it sound like I’m the person behaving
oddly. “At least once a week you tore through the
fridge and pantry like a Nazi. You know, a best-before
date is not legally binding, and you can actually eat a
Snickers even if it expired a week ago.”
“Wait a second.” I lift my hands and notice that I’ve
slid into my admonishing teacher voice. “Sure, I cleaned out old food every now and then, since nobody
else in our household did. What is this all about? A
missing Snickers?”
“The Snickers is a metaphor.” Klas’s face has
turned red, and it’s increasingly clear he did not ask
me out to try and win my heart back. “I’ve been doing
some thinking, and it’s made me realize I have some
feedback for you. So that you can avoid repeating the
same mistakes if you ever get a new boyfriend. Do
you want to hear it, or no?”
Uhm. Do I want to hear a summary of my faults,
presented by a man who doesn’t even know what a
metaphor is? I’m so baffled that I delay replying, long
enough for Klas to interpret my silence as a wordless
request to hear more from the List of Things That
Make Clara an Impossible Girlfriend.

They say you only regret the things you never did.
This is not true. I regret spending three years of my
life in a relationship with Klas. I also regret that I agreed to meet up with him tonight, two years after our
break-up. We have only just received the food to our
table, and I can tell you that regret is the dominant
feeling right now.
“I’m glad you could meet so soon, Clara. I have
some feedback I think you’ll find helpful.”
My ex-boyfriend is keeping the tone strictly professional from his end of the small table. It’s Friday
night at O’Leary’s and I have to strain to hear what he
says.
“Feedback? Sounds exciting.”
It does, actually. During the three years Klas and
I were together he read a total of five of my poems,
after spending considerable time pestering me about
them. When I asked for his opinion, he requested a
bit more time in order to give me proper comments.
Great, I thought, never having dared to show anyone
my writing before. And here we are, three years later.
My work must really have floored him.
At first when Klas texted and asked to see me I
thought he wanted to try again. Even though I was
skeptical of the idea I said yes to dinner. My life is
not exactly a parade of exciting romances. Even less
so successful relationships. In that moment a date
with an ex felt more enticing than holing up at home,
buried in work.
Even though said ex has a young, peachy girlfriend
with whom he had a baby a mere year past our break-up.
Klas takes a few big gulps of his beer, as though to
build courage, and then he picks up his phone. “I’ve
made some notes,” he explains. Delighted, I settle in
and have a sip of my wine.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Nuckan (2018)

Malin Lindroth is 52, childless and a bachelorette since almost
thirty years. When she introduces herself as involuntarily single she receives strong reactions. She asks herself which narratives about life outside of the “couple bubble” can actually be
told. Therefore she decides to write about a personal history
that is as little in demand today as it was in the past.
Lindroth wants to reclaim the word “spinster”: redeem
the ugly epithet and wash the shame away. This is an act of
liberation, a way to challenge the norms that dictate our perception of the world, as well as laying the groundwork for the
all-encompassing story of love, power and relationships.

Malin Lindroth is an author, playwright and
arts journalist based in Mölndal, outside of
Gothenburg. She made her debut in 1985 with
a collection of poetry and has since published
several poetry collections and novels. She
has previously been awarded the prestigious
Aftonbladet’s Literature Prize.
Her personal essay The Spinster became a
surprise bestseller in 2018 with more than
18.000 copies sold to date.
Review date: April 20

The Spinster
Press voices

‘spinster’. And she does not agree with the acquaintances that assume that she feels ugly and worthless.
She is only sorry that she has spent so much time
alone, and that she is still alone. That is what is so
rebellious about the book: to simply be disappointed
with certain aspects of life, without hating life or hating oneself. Without deciding that you are a walking
failure.” ETC

“Lindroth becomes a reminder of the fear many of us
have tried to forget. That is why this is such a brave
book. She speaks with a dissonant voice in an age that
loves the idea that we can choose our own lives. That
we invent ourselves /… / The Spinster is a book that
you want to discuss as soon as you have finished it. It
is 117 pages of admirable courage.” Dagens Nyheter
“Malin Lindroth has written a thought-provoking,
astute and amusing essay that already at this point
can be viewed as one of the most important books of
the year.” Gotlands Tidningar

Rolf

Malin Lindroth
Rolf is a dark and poignant tale that both continues
and expands the investigation into societal norms
which Lindroth initiated in The Spinster. But it is
also a multi-faceted story about a human being in all
its complexity.

Rolf is a substitute teacher at an adult learning
centre. He is nearly sixty years old and lives in a flat
above a corner shop. Tonight he has killed a girl.
Now he is waiting for the police to come and relieve
him of his crime. And his loneliness.

“In addition to the private and self-revealing story,
Lindroth’s book is also an innovative feministic work
that places the ‘spinster’ in a historical context and
that explains its negative connotations, all while the
author reclaims the term /… / Malin Lindroth’s book
is painful to read, and it is a double pain that surfaces.
The personal destiny that unfolds – the girl who felt
different already as a child and who wasn’t able to
conform to the girlhood expectations, the teenager
who quickly learned that she wasn’t ‘girlfriend material’, the adult woman who first attempted a failed
domestic partnership only to be rejected by a long
line of guys, who was constantly put in the friend
zone but was never seen as a potential mother or life
partner. How come? And then the other pain. The
one that confines us all in the expectations on what
defines a ‘normal’ life.” Helsingborgs Dagblad

“What impresses me the most about The Spinster,
except the fearlessness, is how unsentimentally Malin
Lindroth writes. It requires a great amount of finesse
to be able to poise a reflective tone in such an elegant
manner, without losing the throbbing feel of the
text /… / More than those who have been branded
‘spinsters’ can recognise the loneliness in this text, the
experiences of having been rejected and the fear that
love is only meant for other people.” Gefle Dagblad

Malin Lindroth’s novella Rolf is a character study of
a man in a flock of men, the insignificant men in
beige winter jackets who wait for the bus every morning. It is a silent and anonymous existence, without
intimate relationships.

“The woman I encounter in the text is incredibly
funny, and resists her angst, instead using it as a tool,
facing it without fear like a laughing samurai. She
wrote the book in order to reclaim the shameful word

Original title: Rolf | Publication: April 2020 | Pages: 154 | Senior editor: Eva Gedin | Available material: Swedish manuscript | Agent:
linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se
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Magic Love Pixie
Press voices

“The prose is physical and hypnotical, putting the
reader in an almost hallucinatory state.” Aftonbladet

“Sofia Stenström conveys powerful connections
between grief and sex, between the love for a mother
and the longing for passion, which makes Magic Love
Pixie a brilliant read. It is continually moving, from
the child’s receptiveness towards her mother’s unconditional love to the grown-up woman’s epiphany that
some doors must be kept shut.” Svenska Dagbladet

“Stenström writes with acumen and precision, deftly
swinging between magic floating and drab, realistic
renderings from Nadja’s world.” Expressen

“Sofia Stenström’s novel Magic Love Pixie is a potent
cocktail of grief, sex addiction and malevolent love.”
Kristianstadsbladet

Sofia Stenström (born 1978) is an author, poet
and translator. She made her debut in 2005 with
Venus Vanish, a poetry collection. She has also
translated works by Elfriede Jelinek and Hans
Fallada into Swedish.
Magic Love Pixie is her first novel.

Magic Love Pixie
Sofia Stenström

Nadja’s fantasies are put into motion and she recklessly throws herself into a complex relationship.

Nadja grows up surrounded by her mother’s unconditional love in a world inhabited by spirits and
beasts. It is a world that offers little space for the
male species - men that appear as almost mythical
creatures to Nadja.

Following two poetry collections, Sofia Stenström
returns with her first novel – an investigation of
how far intimacy and love can reach. Magic Love
Pixie is both provocative and spunky, but just as
much a story about grief. It is a novel full of spiritism, pulp literature, deepthroating and throatsinging.

When her mother dies, Nadja wishes to recreate the
same kind of unconditional love. Together with her
best friend Angelica she explores drugs and peculiar
underground clubs. During one of these nights she
encounters a man who calls himself the Demon.

Original title: Magic Love Pixie | Publication: January 2020 | Pages: 239 | Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Available material: English
sample | Agent: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se
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Magic Love Pixie

From the sample translation
to their parents; experience that their ancestors are
from another world. Maybe mom thinks that Nadja
is a key to another, better place. That someone traded
her, before mom woke up from her anesthesia? She
doesn’t see her as a part of herself, but as something
magnificent; a being that might pronounce the
substance of life on earth in three newborn breaths:
Kakika! According to mom it’s Japanese for I love you.
A moment later she mumbles: If I die I want to be
born again as your child, I want to rest in your sweet
belly, as you did in mine. She leans in from behind
Nadja and sucks her left earlobe into her mouth,
quick as a whip. Besides those lips suckling Nadja’s
ear (no milk), mom is Ninny (with milk) and Ginny
(gone dry). Democritus claims that everything in the
Universe is made up by either emptiness or small particles that sometimes randomly cluster together into
a leaking breast. Nadja suckles mom’s breasts while
a western plays, filled with red, whirling sand. At the
same time another kid suckles her mom’s cigarette
in a nearby apartment. Five children are packed into
the trunk of a rusty Saab. A boy is beaten in a pool
of mud, and the bow visor of the cruise ship Estonia
falls off into the Baltic Sea. Reruns of Dallas. Oh look,
she’s shrinking again. She pulls out Ninny and starts
drinking the watery milk. There is only this breast
and the absence of it. How does that thought pair up
with the thought of an I? How could anyone exist in a
place where there’s no light?

Her mouth comes first. Mom’s naked mouth. Nadja
turns her face up to her and waits. Mom’s face is so
soft and her lips are always ready for kisses. Nude,
with cheap jeans and an angora sweater; covered
with deep pink or violet. The make-up is applied
outside the natural borders of the mouth, and makes
it grotesque. Her lips smack and suck the last of the
sauce from her finger in slow motion. Her shadow
is like the night in the bright mid-day heat, her lips
are parted – pink, shiny, the finest among tens of
thousands – the lipstick always at hand. One day she
grabs it and, determined, she paints Nadja’s slightly
thinner mouth with the same shock pink tint: See,
the men turn to look at you! Her eyes are always filled
with love when she looks at Nadja. Even her anger
is diluted in warm fruit punch. She wants the world
to look at Nadja the same way she does. Mom vows
time and time again that dad also cares for Nadja.
Every time he lets her down she says: Dad loves you
very much. And her fingers slowly run down Nadja’s
bare back. Warm and slightly rough to her skin she
counts her ribs. Beside them Star People is spread out
with the checklist for extraterrestrial qualities. Mom
is hoping that it will turn out that Nadja is from
space, and when the number of ribs is the same as for
humans she starts over. Star people might have characteristic eyes; an extensive, personal charisma; low
body temperature; an unusual blood type; one extra
rib or two that have grown together. But they can also
be unexpected children; lack a sense of belonging

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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Asparna (2017)

It is Endre, her brother’s friend, who makes her come back.
Back to Malmö, to the old apartment, and to Marga. It is also
Endre who hands her the wrinkled paper bag with the old
documents from Råby, the youth detention centre where her
brother ended up. ″Because you write,″ Endre says. As Marga
sleeps or leaves the house, Sussi writes; mother and daughter
always in parallel with each other.

Hanna Nordenhök (b. 1977) lives in Stockholm
and works as a literary and theatre critic. After
two acclaimed poetry collections, she made her
fictional debut in 2011.
Nordenhök has been awarded several major
literary honours including prizes from the
Swedish Academy and The Nine Society
(Samfundet de Nio), as well as GöteborgsPosten's Literary Award in 2013.

Among the documents is the private diary of the founder of
Råby, Sweden’s first rescue house for uncivilized children. It
mentions a boy, Petrus, raised in a poor neighbourhood in
Malmö in the 1840’s, separated from his brother after their
mother’s premature death. And a wolf, ominously kept on a
leash at the country manor. But there are also the wounded
memories of Sussi’s little brother, B., and the aspens, as a lost
promise of a magical haven.
The Aspens is a darkly concerted tale inspired by real events
and places. It is a story about love between siblings and how
social exposure drives them apart like a wedge. Nordenhök
ties a thread, thin and trembling like an aspen leaf, between
fear and rescue in this hypnotic novel about an unforgiving
place and its lost children.

Review date: May 4

The White House in
Simpang

Det vita huset i Simpang (2013)

Ceasaria

Hanna Nordenhök
children, among dirt, confinement and runaway visions. From a story that is loosely based on historical
events and characters emerges a dollhouse existence, characterised by supervision and punishment,
assault and incarceration.

On a remote country estate, a renowned obstetrician
keeps a young girl that he once carved out of her
mother’s body, like slicing out the shimmering pearl
from an oyster. It is the dawn of modern gynaecology and the female body appears like a cryptic
landscape.

Caesaria is part novel, part fairy-tale, and a story
that portrays an impossible longing for freedom
through suggestive, dreamlike imagery.

In her new novel, Hanna Nordenhök re-visits the
19th century with its disciplinary ideas and mechanisms, among male hubris and lonely impoverished

Original title: Caesaria | Publication: April 2020 | Pages: 248 | Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Available material: Swedish manuscript
| Agent: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se
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In Stockholm, Kerstin, who suffers from dementia, sinks
deeper and deeper into herself while getting regular visits
from her daughter, who one day finds a black notebook in her
belongings. For the younger woman the black book becomes a
road back in time, to a past that mostly took place in Indonesia in the 1930s – the Dutch East Indies. There is Pa who is
drawn to his sugar plantation like a fly to light. There are the
four ominous butterflies: Zus, the lad, Moeder and the young
nanny Roos. There is the garden that opens up like a strange
flower with thick, mysterious petals.
The White House in Simpang is a mesmerizing and violent story about intimacy and power relations, and about the legacy of
a dark colonial past.

For more information: www.norstedtsagency.se
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the Per Olov

Amanda Svensson grew up in Malmö and
currently lives in Cornwall, England. She has
studied Creative Writing at Fridhems College
and works as an arts journalist and translator.
Hey Dolly (2008) was her much acclaimed debut
and her second novel Welcome to this World
(2011) was shortlisted for the August Prize, as
well as Dagens Nyheter's Literature Prize.

Literary Prize
2019

A System so Magnificent it is Blinding (2019) is
Amanda Svensson's fourth novel and has been
awarded the Per Olov Enquist Literary Prize,
Svenska Dagbladet's Literature Prize, and is
shortlisted for Tidningen Vi's Literature Prize.

Awarded

Enquist

Awarded

Svenska
Dagbladet’s
Literature Prize
2019

A System so Magnificent it is
Blinding

Ett system så magnifikt att det bländar

Amanda Svensson

ganisation London Institute of Cognitive Science in
Russell Square, managed by the eccentric American
Rudolph Corrigan. Here Sebastian becomes the guardian of a monkey with a moral compass, and here
he is also assigned several patients, most noticeably a
young mother named Laura Kadinsky who intrigues
him in more than one way.

In October 1989 a set of triplets – Sebastian, Clara
and Matilda – are born at the hospital in Lund under
dramatic circumstances. The same night another
child is born in the same maternity ward, a girl with
remarkably blue eyes.
More than two decades later neuroscience graduate
Sebastian Isaksson is recruited by the mysterious or-

continues >>
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Meanwhile, his sister Clara travels to the remote Easter Island to interview a man who is waiting for the
approaching apocalypse. Recently fired from her job,
she is looking for a purpose and a sense of belonging,
which she may well have found in doomsday prophet
Jordan and his small group of dedicated followers.

As if matters were not complicated enough the triplets receive distressing news from their mother that
their father, her ex-husband, has gone missing and
that he has left behind a twenty-five year old secret
that will soon alter everything they ever knew, particularly for one of them.

Third sibling Matilda finds herself in rural northern
Sweden with her boyfriend Billy and his daughter
Siri. She has fallen out with Clara and desperately
tries to reach out to her. There is also the fear that she
may be pregnant and the colour blue begins to haunt
her.

Amanda Svensson’s fourth book is a quirky and
maze-like novel about small, seemingly insignificant
details that may just be pieces of a bigger picture. But
more than anything it is a story about family, about
misunderstandings, shortcomings and forgiveness. A
Magnificent System is a literary tour de force about
the human mind and the human soul.

A System so Magnificent it is
Blinding
Press voices

between the novel’s different moods and she can be
insanely funny without losing any of the fundamental sincerity /… / With her wit and carefully composed plot Svensson has more in common with the
Anglo-Saxon literary tradition, than the Swedish.”
Östersunds-Posten

“This is a classic family tale in a large format, which
may recall both Thomas Mann and Zadie Smith, but
it also has the intellectual mystery’s intricate and
ambitious trait, a la Marisha Pessl or Donna Tartt.
Svensson adds art and science, literature and politics
into her brew, until she has achieved an entertaining bildungsroman that is far removed from the
egocentric autofiction that is said to be dominating
contemporary literature /… / Svensson carries out her
almost perilously demanding literary project with a
lightness that is impressive; she may be navigating an
ocean vessel, but she does it as if she was surfing on
the waves.” Expressen

“I’m almost a bit giddy following a marathon reading
session where I allowed the 540 pages to sweep over
me, because A Magnificent System is, despite its size,
a book that entices me to skip such trivialities as meals and toothbrushing. I want to be completely sure
that I don’t miss anything /… / A Magnificent System
is composed like a rich kind of symphony, with a
diverse set of voices and places that together move
from cacophony to harmony. This is a book that, to
use the author’s own words, makes you feel alive.”
Göteborgs-Posten

“This is a funny, entertaining, agile novel about the
life that goes on while we stand by the brink of catastrophe looking down. Should we be having children?
Do we dare to love? The three siblings hesitate, indulge, reunite and part.” Dagens Nyheter

“A Magnificent System is a Shakespearean drama full
of mix-ups and bewilderment /… / Amanda Svensson
has a voice that surges through the pages, the story is
as light as a melancholic romcom by Woody Allen.”
Arbetarbladet

“...a verbose, kooky, surrealistic and simply wonderful novel with major existential questions.” Svenska
Dagbladet
“There is such an enormous amount of energy and
vitality in Amanda Svensson’s prose, an energy that
is instantly recognisable from her previous books.
There is not a single stale sentence, not a single dull
repetition or artificial response. She seamlessly moves

“A Magnificent System is both entertaining, fascinating and moving.” Aftonbladet

Rights sold to: Modtryk, Denmark • Actes Sud, France • Luchterhand/btb, Germany • Wereldbibliotheek, Netherlands •
Gyldendal, Norway • Blum, Serbia • Scribe, UK (World English rights)
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Testament is a wondrous family drama: vibrant,
boisterous and darkly amusing, carrying traits from
Jonathan Safran Foer and Mikael Niemi. A polyphonic magnum opus, by a storyteller unlike anyone else.

It’s almost Christmas, and most of the children
have gathered for the preparations the days ahead.
Something is going to happen – something must happen, that is something the eldest children all agree on.
The dark secret that is the last straw. For the sake of
their mother, the younger siblings, and the two that
came first and died: Pentti’s tyranny must come to an
end. It is time to settle old scores. Soon nothing will
be the same.

Testament
Press voices
Nina Wähä was born in Stockholm in 1979. She
made her debut in 2007 with novel S for Sister,
and her second novel, Don't Look Back, was
published three years later. She has also worked
as an actress and was the lead singer of indie
band Lacrosse.
Testament was one of the most popular
Swedish novels of 2019 and has sold 50.000
copies to date. It has also been shortlisted for
several literary awards, such as the August
Prize, Swedish Radio's Literature Prize,
Norrland's Literature Prize, and Tidningen Vi's
Literature Prize.

Testament
Testamente

Nina Wähä
in the Torne Valley: Esko, the conscientious oldest
brother, who hopes to inherit the farm; Helmi, the
sister in constant need of money (and lots thereof);
Tatu, who almost perished when the garage took
fire, and who is always ready to offer people a ride;
Lahja, smarter than she lets on, but constantly in
the shadow of her gifted brother Tarmo. And all the
rest of them.

Siri and Pentti Toimi run a small homestead in
northern Finland. Pentti rules the family with an
iron fist – a ferocious temper that can strike down
on anyone at any time. Of their 12 living children,
only Annie, Lauri, Tarmo and Voitto have moved
away (physically and mentally), as far away as
Stockholm, Helsinki and Cyprus (although no one
knows for sure in Voitto’s case). The others remain

continues >>
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“This is a novel that dares to be deeply sombre and
cheerfully entertaining at the same time - and Wähä's
playful, yet stringent prose is outstanding.” Vi Läser

“Wähä is doing something so unusual in this day and
age, as applying an omniscient author voice, a sort
of introduction to each chapter that explains what
will take place. Like a conductor she is in full control
of her orchestra, the swarming character gallery. She
allows them to be both part of the collective as well as
more solitary /… / The prose has a completely accurate tone, with long sentences where the commas are
as frequent as midges in the Torne Valley, and Nina
Wähä masterly commands the rhythm in the flow
that she releases. /… / If her name isn’t mentioned
towards the end of the year, when the major literary
prizes are awarded, I would be most surprised.”
Gefle Dagblad

“Wähä juggles her characters virtuously and connects
the reader with every member of the afflicted, weary
and hysterically funny Toimi family. I’m completely
absorbed right from the start, because Wähä certainly knows how to write. There is a mild irony and
subdued fierceness to her tone that makes you want
to linger with the narrator’s voice /… / The novel is
brimming with wistful life wisdom and dour insight.
Despite the infernal darkness, the stench of diesel,
Finnish quarrels and severe communication issues
it still makes me want to move to the Torne Valley
immediately.” Dagens Nyheter

“I’m writing this review in anger, caused by the
outrage that arises from having something stolen
from you, something that is rightfully yours. Let me
start from the beginning; I have just finished reading
Testament. You must understand. It is normal to feel
a little grumpy when a good book has come to an
end. But this? I have lived with these characters, no,
these people for days on end. And suddenly it’s over.
I’m not disappointed, I’m devastated! /… / The way
she allows each family member to momentarily be
the lead character, and the way each one does it so
convincingly that you forget about the rest, forget
previous favourites and become temporarily obsessed
with this one child, at the same time as the individual
story adds depth to the rest and the family as a unit, is
simply wonderful. Not wonderful because it is so skilfully done, but because it reminds you that everyone
carries a small universe within, something great and
profound that you can never fully understand.”
Expressen

“With Testament, Nina Wähä does more than just
pulling out the skeletons from the closet and leaving
them to rattle in full daylight. She paints a multifaceted image of a family, an origin. /… / Already from
the start she makes place for herself as narrator. With
a blink she takes the reader by the hand and guides
them through a complicated tangle of loyalties and
betrayals, love and disappointments. /… / The murder
story, the grand dark mystery, which is promised
already on the first line of the novel, sinks away, becomes of lesser importance. Instead it is Nina Wähä’s
sharp-eyed empathy for each of the twelve siblings
Toimi, how she sees the spitefulness but also its roots,
that is the greatest reward.” Svenska Dagbladet

Rights sold to: Jota, Czech Republic • Modtryk, Denmark • Rahva Raamat, Estonia • WSOY, Finland • Robert Laffont, France •
Heyne, Germany • Bjartur, Iceland • Prometheus, Netherlands • Pax, Norway • Ripol, Russia
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Pass Through
the Waters, Walk
Through the Fire
(Tekla #1)
Går genom vatten, går
genom eld

Christian Unge

Christian Unge (b. 1972), works as senior
physician at the Karolinska University Hospital
in southern Stockholm, specializing in internal
medicine. He also runs a popular podcast
about medicine, and in spring 2018, If I Have
a Bad Day Someone Might Die was published,
an open-hearted account of his medicinal
experience from Africa and Sweden.
A Grain of Truth is the second part in the Tekla
series.

A Grain of Truth (Tekla #2)
Ett litet korn av sanning

Christian Unge

Hospital Director Monica Carlsson has really moved
up a gear in her attempt to privatise Nobel Hospital with the launch of an exclusive patient hotel, a
controversial liver transplant unit and the prestigious recruitment of star surgeon Klas Nyström. It
soon becomes obvious that Klas is actively working
against Tekla in every way. Meanwhile, Tekla has
become obsessed with the mystery surrounding the
woman and the little boy. The boy’s identity remains
unknown and there are no traces to his past. What
she eventually finds will be beyond belief.

A woman is found wandering the corridors at Nobel
Hospital, accompanied by a little boy. She appears to
be looking for an older man who was involved in a
car accident earlier in the day. In one of the emergency rooms, Tekla Berg is fighting to save a seriously injured person from the same car accident. The
ensuing chaos is nothing anyone could ever have
predicted and the events puzzle both the hospital
staff, the police and everyone else involved.

Original title: Ett litet korn av sanning | Publication: May 2020 | Pages: ca 350 | Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Available material:
Swedish manuscript | Agent: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se • catherine.mork@norstedts.se
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Tekla Berg works as an emergency physician at the Nobel
Hospital in Stockholm. With her unorthodox and intuitive
approach she copes well under pressure. She also makes bold
decisions that may potentially jeopardize her career as well as
the lives and health of the patients. What most of her colleagues don’t know is that Tekla has an uncanny sense for details
– an intense photographic memory that is both a blessing and
a curse. She desperately tries to control it through self-medicating with amphetamine.
But work is not the only thing on Tekla's mind. Her beloved
brother Simon has mysteriously vanished, and her thoughts
keep returning to her troubled childhood.
A massive explosion rips through an apartment building, causing a large fire, and puts the city on emergency alert.
Everything points towards a potential terrorist attack with
many casualties. Tekla is one of the first to arrive at the scene
where she rescues a man with severe burns to his face and
body. It is suspected that he may be among the terrorists, but
there is also something eerily familiar about him, something
that evokes her most private memories.

Rights sold to:
Albatros, Czech Republic
Helios, Estonia
Tammi, Finland
Btb, Germany
Forlagid, Iceland
Helios, Latvia
Balto, Lithuania
Luitingh Sijthoff, Netherlands
Wielka Litera, Poland
MacLehose Press/Quercus, UK (World English)

The fire causes a domino effect that will soon involve both the
board at the hospital, the police as well as criminal elements.
Not least the powerful patriarch Victor Umarov whose family
empire is threatened by the events set in motion.

“Christian Unge describes the hospital environment better than anyone
else in Sweden, and Tekla is a razor-sharp character who injects me with
lots of thrills. Do not miss!”
– Jens Lapidus

Original title: Går genom vatten, går genom eld | Publication: April 2019 | Pages: 412 | Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Available material: full English translation
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Ambulance 906 is the first season in a series about
paramedic Reza. It takes place in the same universe as
the Tekla series and is something of a prequel as it is
set only weeks before the events in Pass Through the
Waters, Walk Through the Fire.

easy access to materials and medicines but struggles
to conceal his side job to his new colleague, the conscientious Malin. She already seems to imply that he
takes too many liberties on the job.
Meanwhile, there appears to be a worrying increase
in difficult heroin overdoses across the entire city,
many of them with a fatal outcome. The ambulance
responds to frequent call-outs and the incidents are
noted both by the police and by emergency surgeon
Tekla Berg.

Ambulance 906
Christian Unge (b. 1972), works as senior
physician at the Karolinska University Hospital
in southern Stockholm, specializing in internal
medicine. He also runs a popular podcast
about medicine, and in spring 2018, If I Have
a Bad Day Someone Might Die was published,
an open-hearted account of his medicinal
experience from Africa and Sweden.
Ambulance 906 is a spin-off series to the Tekla
Series, with the first installment to be published
in November 2019.

Ambulance 906

Till det yttersta (Ambulans 906 #1)

Christian Unge

During a routine call-out Reza is approached by
an unknown man who brings him to an adjacent
apartment. The man is wielding a gun, as well as
twenty thousand krona in cash, ordering him to save
a man’s life without bringing him to the hospital.
This spells a turning point for Reza as he becomes
the house doctor to a criminal gang. The money is
a welcome addition, but more than anything he is
thrilled about practising his medical skills. He has

Reza is an experienced paramedic and knows the
job and the city like the back of his hand. He has
done his best to forget about the medical studies he
never completed and has abandoned the dream of
becoming a surgeon. At home, his teenage daughter
Nasrin encourages him to move on following the
death of his wife, but Reza is more concerned about
his daughter’s new friends from a wealthier part of
Stockholm.

From the sample translation
Reza reeled with shock. What the hell? Then
again: twenty thousand crowns.
Nasrin. Their trip. Barcelona.
“How’s it going?” Anders enquired, now close by.
For two long seconds, Reza stood and contemplated.
Then he made up his mind, took the money and
stuffed it hurriedly into his jacket pocket. He turned
to Anders. “Good. I’m just going to look at another
patient in there.”
Anders held out the soft drink and glanced sceptically at the man in the leather jacket. “But we’ve just
picked up.”
“That old guy is fine in the ambulance. I’ll be
quick.”
The man in the leather jacket was pacing around
impatiently.
“Can I help?” Anders asked. “What’s happened?”
The man opened his mouth to explain.
“A little laceration,” Reza cut him off and turned
towards him, fixing his stare. “Isn’t that right?”
“That’s it. A little cut.”
Anders looked sceptical.
“Five minutes,” said Reza. “Okay?”

“Can you help us?” he called out. Even from ten metres away, Reza could see that his hands were covered
in blood. Reza looked around for Anders, but there
was no sign of him.
The man came and stood right in front of Reza,
blocking the sun.
“What’s happened?” asked Reza.
“I’ll explain in there.”
“Is someone hurt?”
The man smiled and looked inquisitively at Reza.
“You could say that. And having some breathing
difficulties.”
“I’m afraid we’ve just picked up a patient, but have
you called 112?”
“Can’t.”
“What do you mean, ‘can’t?’”
The man held up his bloodied hands. “We’ve got to
hurry. Come on.”
Reza was about to start protesting when the man
wiped the blood off onto his black jeans and reached
inside his leather jacket. For a second, Reza thought
he was going to pull out a pistol, but instead the man
pulled out a thick wad of notes and held them out
towards him.
He turned around to see Anders crossing the road
with a can in each hand…
“You’ll get twenty thousand,” said the man.

continues >>
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“David Lagercrantz brings the Millennium series to
an end with a novel that pares surly distraction and
current politics with violent attraction and literary
contemplation.” Göteborgs-Posten (SE)
“This is stylish, straight forward, classic Swedish crime, with obvious references to comic books the exact
same way Stieg Larsson used these: supporting characters are distinctly illustrated, exaggerated, larger
than life /… / the dialogue is voluble; full of knives,
Barrettas, rich Russians and divinely gifted hackers.”
Svenska Dagbladet (SE)

David Lagercrantz (b. 1962) is a journalist and
author, living in Stockholm. His breakthrough
as a novelist was Fall of Man in Wilmslow,
a fictionalised novel about the British
mathematician Alan Turing, and in 2011 his
best-selling biography I am Zlatan Ibrahimović
was published, one of the most successful
books in Sweden in modern times, selling
millions of copies worldwide.
In 2013, Lagercrantz was asked to write a freestanding sequel to Stieg Larsson's Millennium
Trilogy. The Girl Who Lived Twice is his third –
and final – book in the Millennium Universe, a
global publishing phenomenon.

The Girl Who Lived Twice
Hon som måste dö (Millennium 6)

The
Millennium Series

100 000 000
copies sold!

David Lagercrantz

Mikael asks Lisbeth Salander for help. But after
Holger Palmgren’s funeral she has left the country
and cannot be reached. What no one knows is that
Lisbeth is in Moscow to once and for all settle the
score with her sister Camilla. She has made up her
mind: She shall no longer be the hunted. She shall be the
hunter.

A homeless man is found dead in a park in central
Stockholm. It doesn’t look like anything but a tragic
death, however medical examiner Fredrika Nyman
suspects that something isn’t right and contacts Mikael Blomkvist. Blomkvist finds himself reluctantly interested. The homeless man has on several
occasions been heard rambling on about Johannes
Forsell, Sweden’s Minister of Defence. Was it only
a lunatic's rant or could there actually be a genuine
connection to the government?

“The Girl Who Lived Twice is a better thriller than
most others that are produced in this country /… /
Everything has come to an end, but what remains is
a grandiose and multi-faceted story of power corruption, men who hate women, international conspiracies, dense computer science and a very complex
woman who has straddled her motorcycle for the last
time and driven off into the sunset.” Blekinge Läns
Tidning (SE)
“After all, as action thrillers with super hero features
they are incomparable and iconic, and The Girl Who
Lived Twice is a well-oiled page-turner with a roaring
climax.” Aftonbladet (SE)
“Red alert for fans of the Millennium saga! If you’ve
returned from your vacation and are rushing to get
a copy of the sixth volume, you can expect many
sleepless nights ahead. The Girl Who Lived Twice is a
book to devour: shorter and more composed than the
previous instalments and a real page turner /…/ the
plot is lavish, complex, remarkably well-composed
and filled with unbearable suspense in certain places.”
Le Parisien (FR)
“A great novel made of twists and turns, cliffhangers
and detailed researches. /…/ Three acts, explosions,
a gun in the jacket and a reality that has not to be
attacked but explained. A reality that moves from
the deepest noir to a female James Bond with piercings and tattoos. /…/ One of the most beautiful and
innovative series of the last two decades.”
la Repubblica (IT)
“Salander fans, who long ago put aside any misgivings
about Lagercrantz taking over the Millennium series,
will be eager to follow the Girl with the Dragon Tattoo as she attempts to sweep clean her family closet.”
Starred review, Booklist (US)

“If Lagercrantz strays into Smilla's Sense of Snow
levels of unlikelihood in weaving all these threads, he
writes economically, and though he works ground he's
covered in his two earlier contributions to the series,
disbelief suitably suspended, it all makes for good
bloody fun.” Kirkus Reviews (US)
“it’s a murder mystery inside an espionage conspiracy
wrapped in an action thriller—a unique concoction
that should leave Salander’s legion of followers clamoring for more.” Wall Street Journal (US)
“A tantalizing ending hints at important changes
for Blomkvist and Lisbeth ahead. Series fans will be
pleased with the thoughtful way Lagercrantz develops
the character of their beloved action heroine in this
worthy outing.” Publishers Weekly (US)
“He has developed Larsson’s rage at right-wing
perfidy and men who hate women, mixing it with his
ability to depict physical beauty and superhuman survival skills to create fast-paced thrillers /…/ The Girl
Who Lived Twice is both exciting and disturbing”
Literary Review (UK)
“The plot works beautifully and gets the reader
hooked straight away. Lagercrantz is very talented at
enticing the reader from the beginning and keeping
them interested by the intensity of the narrative.”
Helsingin Sanomat (FI)
“The prose is smooth and well-balanced, and the
author manages as few others to end his chapters with
cliffhangers, so that you have to continue reading,
and finally perhaps think: is it really over for Lisbeth
Salander?” Nordjyske Stiftstidende (DK)
“The Girl Who Lived Twice is the sixth, last and best
from Stieg Larsson’s universe. It is a vivacious and
suitable conclusion of the Millennium saga.” Aftenposten (NO)
“David Lagercrantz again sticks his finger in the sore
of national and international politics. The result will
satisfy any Lagercrantz fans, the story goes on without paus until the last page, where the author uses
fireworks to surprise the reader.” El Periódico (ES)
“The final act, with twists and turns and showdowns.
Lagercrantz perfectly knows how to embrace the atmosphere and the suspense of the Stieg Larsson saga.”
Corriere della sera (IT)

The Girl Who Lived Twice is David Lagercrantz' final
sequel to Stieg Larsson's Millennium trilogy.
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UP-COMING • THRILLER

“David Lagercrantz has
proven that he deserves
both attention and respect.”
– Dagens Nyheter

Rekke #1-3 rights sold to:
Companhia das Letras, Brazil
Profil, Croatia
Euromedia, Czech Rep.
Politiken, Denmark
Varrak, Estonia
WSOY, Finland
Heyne, Germany
Marsilio, Italy
Zvaigzne, Latvia
Alma, Lithuania
Signatuur/AW Bruna, NL
Gyldendal, Norway
Wielka & Storytel, Poland
Porto, Portugal
Trei, Romania
Vulkan, Serbia
Ikar, Slovak Rep.
Planeta, Spanish & Catalan world rights

Foto: Anna-Lena Ahlström

“This story brims with the best I’ve learned from my career as a journalist
and an author; from popular science, murder mysteries and biographies. I
am so looking forward to building my own universe, where I will be flirting
with my childhood heroes: Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson.”
– David Lagercrantz

Rekke #1

David Lagercrantz
out, Micaela saves a man just as he is about to jump
in front of a train. To her astonishment, the man is
Professor Rekke. Micaela takes him to his home – not
the grand house anymore, but a large, lonely flat with
hardly any furniture in it. Both his marriage and his
life are in shambles.

A football referee is found beaten to death after a
reserve league match. Micaela Vargas, a young police
officer, is assigned a place in the investigational
team. The evidence appears solid, but Viktor Stoica,
the man arrested for the murder, denies to having
committed the assault. The Chief of Police advises
the team to speak to Professor Hans Rekke, whose
lectures on interrogational techniques have earned
him quite a reputation.

Under her close supervision, Rekke’s health slowly
improves. One day he tells her, out of the blue, that
the murdered football referee from her old case had
been a monster. Micaela reacts with strong disbelief,
but Rekke’s words spark a flame in her and she reopens the murder investigation.

They seek out Rekke at his grand family home in a
posh suburb. Inside, there are books and expensive
art everywhere, and Vargas finds herself intimidated
by the exclusive environment. The hawk-like Rekke
is acting distracted and erratic, and without hardly
looking at them, he points out major flaws in their
investigation.

And soon enough, everything she took for granted no
longer seems so certain.
She is skilled, strong, and street-smart. He is disoriented, unpractical, but with an x-ray vision when it
comes to solving mysteries. Both are haunted by their
past: she by the fate of her criminal brother; he by his
acute depressions following manic periods of brilliance. The two couldn’t be more different, but together
they complete one another and form a team with a
remarkable ability to solve the unsolvable.

At first Vargas regards him as a sham, but not long
thereafter the whole case falls to pieces; what Rekke
told them turned out to be true.

David Lagercrantz
publishing phenomenon with simultaneous
publication in 27 countries, and was followed by
The Girl Who takes an Eye for an Eye (2017) and –
Lagercrantz' final book in the Millennium series –
The Girl Who Lived Twice (2019).

David Lagercrantz’ (b. 1962) breakthrough as a
novelist was Fall of Man in Wilmslow, a fictionalised
novel about the British mathematician Alan Turing.
The biography I am Zlatan, written together with
international football star Zlatan Ibrahimovic, was
published in 2011. With 500 000 hardcover copies
sold in less than two months, it is the fastest selling
book in Sweden to date, and has sold millions of
copies worldwide.

The Millennium series has so far sold 100 million
copies to date and has topped the international bestseller charts all over the world.
The first book in Lagercrantz' new Rekke series will
be published by Norstedts in 2021, and rights have
already been sold to several territories.

In 2013, Lagercrantz was asked to write a free-standing sequel to Stieg Larsson's Millennium Trilogy.
The Girl in the Spider's Web (2015) became a global

First book to be published: 2021 | Pages: ca 400 | Senior editor: Eva Gedin | Available material: English synopsis |
Agent: linda.altrovberg@norstedts.se • catherine.mork@norstedts.se
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The murder remains unsolved, and the years pass.
Micaela continues working within the police force
but has fallen out of grace because of her criminal
younger brother. One evening, after a late night

“I have rarely met an author who can weave such intricate and intelligent
plots, and with the same brilliance manage to paint deep and fascinating
personal portraits. With his wide-ranging writing background I can’t wait to
dive into his new, very own crime story. This is something we’ve talked about
for a long while, and finally this new adventure can begin!”
– Eva Gedin

For more information: please contact the agents
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SE-103 12 Stockholm
Sweden
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Norstedts Agency houses authors and their works in the
line of fiction, general non-fiction and illustrated non-fiction.
Our aim is to make international publishers aware of the
best that Swedish publishing has to offer. We dare to lift new
literary voices at the same time as we uphold the rights of
the established ones. Every year our list reflects that of Norstedts Publishing House by selecting the very best from it.
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